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Fig. 1. In this chart of the European Union’s budget by the BBC [7] the original design (1) forces viewers to mentally project a line to
the y-axis to extract values. (2) A gridline overlay provides visual anchors, which can simplify the process of extracting values. (3) A
line overlay encodes the data redundantly but better illustrates the trends in the data across time. (4) Finally, a statistical summary
overlay depicts the mean value of the data so that viewers can easily compare each year’s budget to the average budget across the
years. All of these overlays were generated by our system without access to the underlying data, based on automatic extraction of
the chart’s mark and axis properties.
Abstract—
Reading a visualization can involve a number of tasks such as extracting, comparing or aggregating numerical values. Yet, most of
the charts that are published in newspapers, reports, books, and on the Web only support a subset of these tasks. In this paper
we introduce graphical overlays—visual elements that are layered onto charts to facilitate a larger set of chart reading tasks. These
overlays directly support the lower-level perceptual and cognitive processes that viewers must perform to read a chart. We identify five
main types of overlays that support these processes; the overlays can provide (1) reference structures such as gridlines, (2) highlights
such as outlines around important marks, (3) redundant encodings such as numerical data labels, (4) summary statistics such as the
mean or max and (5) annotations such as descriptive text for context. We then present an automated system that applies user-chosen
graphical overlays to existing chart bitmaps. Our approach is based on the insight that generating most of these graphical overlays
only requires knowing the properties of the visual marks and axes that encode the data, but does not require access to the underlying
data values. Thus, our system analyzes the chart bitmap to extract only the properties necessary to generate the desired overlay.
We also discuss techniques for generating interactive overlays that provide additional controls to viewers. We demonstrate several
examples of each overlay type for bar, pie and line charts.
Index Terms—Visualization, overlays, graphical perception, graph comprehension

1 I NTRODUCTION
Reading a visualization involves a combination of perceptual and cognitive processes. Consider the task of extracting the value of the bar
encoding the 2005 budget in Figure 1-1. The viewer must find the relevant bar, mentally project the top of the bar to a point on the y-axis,
consider the nearest labeled tick marks and interpolate these numerical
labels to compute the value at the projected point. While other types
of charts (e.g., pie charts, line charts, scatterplots, etc.) use different
visual encodings for the data, common chart reading tasks such as extracting, comparing and aggregating values, usually involve a similar
sequence of perceptual and cognitive processes [26, 18, 20, 22]. However, many visualizations published in newspapers, reports, books and
on the Web only support a subset of these processes.
In this paper, we introduce graphical overlays—visual elements
that are layered onto a chart to facilitate a larger set of perceptual
and cognitive processes involved in chart reading. We identify five
main types of overlays, each designed to support different processes.
(1) Reference structure overlays, such as gridlines (Figure 1-2), aid
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the viewer in extracting and comparing values. (2) Highlight overlays
draw the viewer’s attention to certain marks by creating perceptual
groups of marks. (3) Redundant encoding overlays allow viewers to
extract numerical data in multiple ways and can be used to better depict some aspects of the data such as trends (Figure 1-3). (4) Summary
statistics overlays depict aggregate information about the data set such
as its mean, median or maximum (Figure 1-4). (5) Annotation overlays
help viewers communicate and collaboratively analyze charts. While
all five overlay types add visual elements to aid chart reading, they can
also increase visual clutter. As a result, many published visualizations
include few if any such overlays.
We present an automated system that applies user-chosen graphical overlays to existing chart bitmaps. By targeting existing charts,
our system allow users to tailor published visualizations to better support the chart reading tasks they wish to complete. Our system takes
a bitmap chart, an overlay type, and an optional set of user-specified
parameters as inputs and outputs a graphical overlay for the chart. Our
approach is based on the key insight that generating most graphical
overlays requires only knowing the properties of the visual marks and
axes that encode the data and does not require access to the underlying
data values. Thus, our system analyzes the chart bitmap using existing
tools (ReVision [25] and Datathief [33] in our implementation) to extract only the properties necessary to generate the desired overlay. We
also show how our system can be used to generate interactive overlays
and how it can place overlays underneath the marks in a chart.
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Our work is most closely related to two main areas of prior work:
1) layering information in visualizations, and 2) perceptual and cognitive models of graph comprehension.
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2.1

Anchoring

2.2

Models for Graph Comprehension

Researchers have developed a variety of models of the perceptual and
cognitive processes viewers perform as they comprehend a graph [8,
19, 20, 22, 24]. All of these models share a similar high-level structure; the viewer first perceives the visual elements of the chart, associates the visual elements with graphical concepts (e.g., recognizing
a bar or set of bars), and finally extracts the desired information from
the chart. This process may iterate multiple times. For example, in
a line chart with multiple intersecting lines, viewers may first process
each line individually, then combine that information to complete their
task. Our overlays are designed to support the early stages of this process; the perception of visual elements and the association of elements
with graphical concepts. We consider previous work that has examined these two stages in more detail.
Perceptual processes. Many researchers have examined the perceptual
processes that viewers perform when reading a visualization. Cleveland and McGill [9] introduced graphical perception – the study of
how people estimate numerical values from visual encodings. They
conducted a series of experiments to determine the accuracy of these
estimates for position, length, and angle encodings. Simkin and
Hastie [26] describe the elementary perceptual processes that viewers use when extracting and comparing values, including anchoring,
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Layered Visualizations

Layering information and visual elements is a common approach
to designing visualizations. For example, William Playfair’s economic charts from the 18th century include gridlines layered onto
line charts [23]. Gridlines are especially useful for extracting values
from charts and commonly appear in visualizations published today.
Other visual elements that are frequently layered onto visualizations
include labels and highlights. Visualizations published on the Web
sometimes provide interactive overlays such as the mouse-over data
tooltips in Google Finance charts [12] and drop-down guidelines that
follow the mouse cursor in the Wall Street Journal’s Foursquare visualization [29]. Web-based maps often layer additional information
such as the crime incidents in Stamen’s Crimespotting [21] or building
heat consumption in the UK government’s National Heat Map [34].
In the academic literature, researchers have developed specialized
graphical overlays for specific tasks, including illustrating links between data tuples in a treemap [11]; illustrating links between multiple
visual entities, such as text, images, or marks on a chart [27]; illustrating set relations [10]; providing references to offscreen items [4, 13];
and providing annotations [2, 15, 17]. In all of these examples, both
published and academic, each overlay is designed for a specific application and is created based on knowledge of the data underlying the
visualization. As a result these overlays cannot be applied to other
existing charts. In contrast, our work focuses on providing a generalpurpose tool for applying graphical overlays to existing chart bitmaps.
Although layers are commonly used in visualizations today, Tufte
was amongst the first to investigate the use of “layering and separation” in visualization design [32]. He presents a number of visualizations that carefully use color, size and other retinal variables to visually distinguish different visual layers. For example, he explains how a
musical staff composed of thin gray gridlines rather than thicker black
lines allows viewers to visually separate the staff from the notes. Such
layering allows viewers to easily direct their attention to the layer of
their choice. Recently researchers have begun investigating how layered gridlines should be designed to facilitate such visual separation.
They have conducted experiments to determining the minimum discriminable alpha value for layered gridlines [3, 28] and the optimal
distance between gridlines [14]. We apply some of these results in the
design of our overlays.
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Fig. 2. Simkin and Hastie’s [26] elementary processes. (a) Anchoring
occurs when a viewer segments a mark to extract a value. (b) Scanning
occurs when a viewer estimates a mark’s value based on the anchor.
(c) Projection occurs when a viewer extends a horizontal or vertical line.
(d) Superimposition occurs when a viewer mentally moves a mark’s location. (e) Detection occurs when a viewer decides which of two marks
is larger or smaller.

scanning, projection, superimposition, and detection (Figure 2). Our
overlays are designed to facilitate these elementary processes.
Anchoring occurs when the viewer mentally segments a mark into
regular divisions. The segmentation is based on the encoding type; a
bar may be divided in half as in Figure 2-a while an entire circular
pie might be divided into quarters. Scanning occurs when the viewer
mentally interpolates from an anchor to the mark’s encoded value. In
Figure 2-b, the viewer scans from the anchor to down to the value
of the lower gray bar. Projection occurs when the viewer mentally
draws a horizontal or vertical line to facilitate comparison of values.
In Figure 2-c, the viewer projects the top of the left bar to the right
bar to compare their heights. Superimposition occurs when the user
mentally moves a mark near another mark. In Figure 2-d, the viewer
superimposes the right dark gray bar onto the unfilled portion of the
left bar to make an aggregate judgment. Detection is a quick process
in which the viewer compares the relative magnitudes of two marks.
In Figure 2-e, the viewer can quickly tell that the right, dark gray bar
is larger than the left, light gray bar.
Graph schemas. A graph schema is a learned cognitive structure that
describes the components of charts of different types [18, 20, 22]. For
example, a schema for a bar chart might contain axes and bars. Viewers instantiate a graph schema based on the visual elements they perceive and use the schema to query the chart. If the viewer’s query cannot be answered by retrieving a component in the schema, the viewer
may need to use additional cognitive processes (e.g., aggregation) to
answer the query. Overlays provide additional visual elements that can
extend viewers’ graph schemas. For example the overlay might provide numerical data labels for each mark or depict the mean value of
the data. By extending the graph schema and providing direct access
to additional information such overlays reduce cognitive load.
3

TAXONOMY

OF

OVERLAYS

Graphical overlays are designed to support the perceptual and cognitive processes used in chart reading tasks, such as extracting, comparing, or aggregating numerical values. We have analyzed a variety
of charts published in books [31, 32] and online to identify five common types of overlays that each support a subset of these processes:
reference structures, highlights, redundant encodings, summary statistic, and annotations. Figure 3 contains two examples of each overlay
type for bar, pie, and line charts. We first consider how these overlays
support cognitive and perceptual processes when they are added to a
visualization in static form (Section 3.1), and then discuss how adding
interaction to these overlays can further facilitate chart reading tasks
(Section 3.2).
Although we focus on overlays that are layered on top of the marks
in the base visualization, most overlay layers could alternatively appear below the marks as underlays. While overlays emphasize the
content of the overlay, underlays emphasize the marks of the base visualization. Underlays support layering and separation better than overlays as viewers can more easily choose to ignore the underlay layer or
direct attention their attention to it as necessary [28, 32] (Figures 8-5
and 8-6).

Fig. 3. Examples of visual overlays organized by type. These overlays were manually generated to illustrate the different overlay types. See
Figure 9 for results generated by our system.

3.1

Overlay Types

Reference structures. Overlays can provide reference structures [3]
that are designed to help viewers recover the mapping between the
visual encoding and the data, as shown in the first column of Figure 3.
Reference structures such as gridlines directly facilitate the elementary
perceptual processes of anchoring and projection [26], as shown in
Figure 2, and thereby help viewers extract and compare numerical data
values. Gridlines can be placed at regular intervals along an axis as in
Figures 3-1 and 3-21, or emanate from specific marks to provide a
more direct reference for the mark value as in Figures 3-6 and 3-26.
Figures 3-11 and 3-16 show polar gridlines for pie charts. The former
example is a direct analog of the regular gridlines in the context of pie
charts, while the latter example regularly divides a specific pie slice at
5 degree increments to facilitate reading the percentage value of the
slice relative to the whole pie.
Highlights. Overlays can highlight important marks, as shown in the
second column of Figure 3. Such highlights draw the viewer’s attention to specific marks by forcing them to share one or more distinguishing visual attributes (e.g., hue, saturation, texture, border color,
drop shadows, etc.). The highlighted marks form a perceptual group
based on the Gestalt principle of similarity [36]. Highlights can also
act as deictic references for specific marks and thereby aid communication; viewers can refer to all the “red” highlighted marks rather
than describing each one independently [16]. The overlays in Figures 3-2, 3-12, and 3-22 highlight certain marks by desaturating the

other marks so that they appear closer to the color of the background.
Figures 3-2 and 3-12 add a high contrast black border to a highlighted
mark while Figure 3-22 thickens the highlighted line to further emphasize the chosen mark. The overlays in Figures 3-7, 3-17, and 3-27
re-color specific marks to a pre-specified highlight hue while setting
the color of the other marks to different shades of gray.
Redundant encodings. Overlays can provide alternative encodings
of the data, as shown in the third column of Figure 3. Such redundant encodings can help viewers extract values or they can emphasize trends in the data. Figures 3-3, 3-13, and 3-23 show overlays
containing numerical data labels. Viewers can directly read the data
value from the label instead of activating additional cognitive processes [22] to infer the encoded mark value using axis labels. Figure 3-8 shows an overlay that joins the tops of a group of bars together
using lines. Figure 3-28 shows the converse for a line chart, where
bars are drawn underneath data points. Lines communicate trends better than bars, whereas bars communicate individual data values more
effectively than lines [22, 38]. Although redundant encodings show
the same data, each encoding may be best suited to a different chart
reading task. Finally, Figure 3-18 shows an overlay that contains arcs
outside pie slices that emphasize the length of the outer edge of the
slice. Viewers may perceive such length encodings more accurately
than the angle or area encoding provided by the original pie slices [9].
Summary statistics. Overlays can contain visual elements that illustrate summary statistics of the numerical data, such as the mean,
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Fig. 4. Overview of the system. Our system takes a chart bitmap, overlay type, and author-specified design parameters (e.g., grid spacing,
highlight hue, selected marks to highlight, etc.) as inputs. It then extracts the necessary marks and data and passes this information to the
overlay generation component, which outputs a graphical overlay on the
input bitmap.

median, standard deviation, or global or local maxima or minima, as
shown in the fourth column of Figure 3. Such overlays allow viewers
to visually compare individual marks to a statistic based on the complete distribution of data values. These overlays save the user from
performing time-consuming cognitive functions to mentally aggregate
the data and compute the summary statistics [22, 30]. Overlays presenting the mean and max values of the data set are shown in Figures 3-4, 3-14, and 3-24 and Figures 3-9, 3-19, and 3-29 respectively.
Annotations. Overlays can contain annotations that provide contextual information or comments, as shown in the fifth column of Figure 3. These overlays can aid users in communicating about charts
or collaboratively analyzing charts as they allowing viewers to create
arrows and other deictic references to marks [16, 17]. Figure 3-5, 315, and 3-30 show overlays that contain text annotations associated
with marks. Figure 3-10, 3-20, and 3-30 show overlays that contain
freehand annotations.
3.2 Adding Interaction to Overlays
Interaction in graphical overlays can help reduce visual clutter and increase the variety of tasks an overlay supports by allowing users to interactively specify which marks an overlay should target. For example,
consider the overlay in Figure 3-6, where horizontal lines are drawn
from bars to the vertical axis to support projection [26] (Figure 2-c).
If lines were drawn from every bar, the display would quickly become
cluttered and the viewer would need to perform additional cognitive
processes to separate the lines from each other [20]. An interactive
version of this overlay could allow the viewer to specify which of
these lines to draw by clicking on bars, thus reducing visual clutter
while still supporting the viewer’s specific task.
Interaction can also provide direct manipulation of overlay elements, which would support the superimposition and anchoring processes [26] (Figures 2-a and 2-d) and decrease the amount of spatial
cognition the viewer must applym [30]. For example, the polar gridlines in Figures 3-11 and 3-16 could move with the viewer’s cursor and
thereby allow the viewer to align the gridlines with a specific slice.
4 A S YSTEM FOR P RODUCING V ISUAL OVERLAYS
We have developed an automated system that applies a user-chosen
graphical overlay to existing charts. We refer to the person creating
the overlay as the overlay author. Our implementation supports all of
the overlays shown in Figure 3. Figure 4 shows an overview of our
system. The input to our system is a chart bitmap and the specific
overlay type. While our system provides default values for each of
the overlay design parameters (e.g. gridline spacing, highlight hue,
line thickness, and font style, etc.), authors can optionally set these
parameters through a web-based user interface (Figure 5). Our system
then extracts the necessary marks and data from the chart and outputs an overlay over the existing chart. We first discuss the properties
required to construct each graphical overlay and the tools we use to
obtain those properties. We then describe our implementation of the
graphical overlays.
4.1 Chart Properties for Overlay Generation
One approach to building araphical overlays is to generate them directly from the underlying data values. However, correctly recovering

Fig. 5. User interface for authors to interactively modify graphical overlay design parameters such as line thickness, font size, the number of
divisions in a gridline overlay, highlight hue, etc.

the data values from a chart bitmap is difficult; fully automated tools
for recovering data from chart bitmaps such as ReVision [25], achieve
only 47.9% accuracy in extracting data. Recovering the properties of
marks and axes is much easier; ReVision achieves 71.4% accuracy in
extracting these elements.
Our system takes advantage of the insight that most graphical overlays only require access to the mark and axis properties of the base
visualization, and can be generated without access to the underlying
data. For each type of overlay we consider whether it requires mark
properties, axis properties or access to the underlying data.
Mark properties. Mark properties encompass the retinal variables
used to visually encode the data [5]. Our system primarily uses two
mark properties; (1) the location of the mark boundary and (2) the
color of the mark. Knowledge of mark boundaries allows our system
to generate pie chart gridlines (Figures 3-11 and 3-16). Similarly, the
summary statistics overlays only require access to mark boundaries.
For example, the position of a mean line in a vertical bar chart (Figure 3-4) can be computed by averaging the highest boundary position
of each bar. Highlighting overlays (Figure 3 second column) require
both the boundary and color of marks. In some cases mark properties can directly represent the data that encodes the mark; Figure 3-13
shows an overlay containing percentage value labels for each slice.
The mark boundary provides direct access to the length of the outer
slice boundary and the percentage of the pie covered by the slice.
Axis properties. Axis properties encompass the locations and orientations (i.e., the endpoints) of the axes in bar and line charts. The
axis of a pie chart is implicitly based on a polar grid centered on the
pie and is therefore extracted as part of the mark boundary property.
We assume bar and line charts are two-dimensional and have no more
than two axes, one vertical and one horizontal, explicitly depicted in
the chart. This assumption implies that the chart area is given by the
extents of the two axes. Regular gridlines (Figures 3-1 and 3-21) are
an example of overlays that only require axis properties — we draw
horizontal or vertical lines that span the chart area at regular intervals.
Other overlays require both axis and mark properties (e.g., Figures 34, 3-6, 3-9, 3-24, 3-26, and 3-29).
Data. The data encompasses the numerical data values that the chart
marks encode. Although any of the graphical overlays can be generated if the underlying data is known, the only overlays in Figure 3 that
require access to the data are 3-3 and 3-23, which contain numerical
data labels for a subset of the marks.
The first part of our system involves extracting the marks or data required for the author-chosen overlay (Figure 4). We use a mix of automatic and semi-automatic extraction techniques. For bar and pie
charts, we use ReVision [25] to extract the relevant chart properties.
ReVision applies computer vision and machine learning techniques to
identify the chart type, extract the graphical marks, and infer the underlying data. For line charts we use Datathief [33] to semi-automatically
extract chart properties. Our overlay system is designed to operate independently from the technique used to extract chart properties and
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Fig. 6. One way our system highlights marks is by performing a color
transformation. We apply a color mapping function to the chart; highlighted marks are colored red, while other marks are colored shades of
gray.

could be combined with other extraction techniques [1, 6, 37]. Alternatively the author could provide the necessary properties directly to
the system as input.
4.2

Overlay Implementation

The main component of our system is overlay generation (Figure 4),
which we implemented in HTML and the JavaScript canvas. We render graphical overlays using a canvas element placed over the chart
bitmap. We describe implementation details for each type of overlay,
including the author-specified design parameters necessary to create
each overlay. For brevity we describe our implementation of bar chart
overlays assuming vertical bar charts, but our implementation includes
the corresponding algorithms for horizontal bar charts.
4.2.1

Reference structures

Regular gridlines (Figures 3-1 and 3-21) require the author to provide
a gridline direction (horizontal or vertical) and the number of divisions. Our system computes the chart area bounding box from the
extracted axis properties and draws equally spaced lines in the authorspecified direction to divide the chart into the author-specified number
of divisions. For example, Figure 3-1 is generated using horizontal
gridlines and four divisions. For a pie chart (Figure 3-11) the gridlines
are arranged radially and the author only has to specify the number of
divisions. Some overlays draw gridlines that emanate from or target
individual marks (Figures 3-6, 3-16, and 3-26). In these cases the author must specify the target marks by clicking on them. Our system
uses hit testing based on the mark boundaries to identify the clicked
marks.
4.2.2

Highlights

All overlays containing highlights require authors to first select the
marks or data points they wish to highlight. Our system generates two
variations of overlays containing highlights. Figures 3-2, 3-12, and 322 highlight marks by desaturating non-highlighted marks. We use the
mark boundaries to produce this effect. First, we trace the boundaries
of all the non-highlighted marks and fill the boundaries with a semitransparent white overlay. By only desaturating the areas of the chart
within the boundaries of non-highlighted marks, we preserve the color
of any background elements. We then draw a black line on the boundary of the highlighted marks for bar and pie charts. For line charts, we
increase the width of the highlighted line.
The overlays shown in Figures 3-7, 3-17, and 3-27 highlight marks
by performing a color transformation (Figure 6). Given a set of authorselected marks to highlight, our system finds all pixels in the chart
bitmap that match the original colors of the target marks. It then modifies the color of these pixels to the author-specified highlight color
(such as red, in these examples). Finally, it converts all the remaining pixels to their grayscale values by averaging their RGB components. This approach ensures that the highlighted marks are perceptually distinct from the non-highlighted marks. Moreover, because
it transforms pixel colors across the entire chart it ensures that colorbased legends correctly match the graphical marks even after the transformation. However this approach may also unintentionally re-color
important chart elements such as as text or background graphics.
4.2.3

Redundant encodings

Overlay authors can choose to add numerical data labels or an alternative visual encoding for all of the marks in the chart (the default)
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Fig. 7. Our system allows authors to specify whether labels are placed
inside or outside marks. For line charts, this choice translates to above
or below a mark.

or to a author-selected subset of marks. For data label overlays (Figures 3-3, 3-13, and 3-23) authors can optionally specify where each
label should be placed relative to a mark boundary (Figure 7). For example, in a bar chart the author could specify that the label should be
placed inside the bar, which translates to centering the label 5 pixels
inside the top of the bar. Our system also provides default label layouts; for bar and line charts, it centers labels 5 pixels above each mark,
while for pie charts it centers data labels radially within each pie slice
and puts them at 75% of the radius from the center of the pie.
To generate alternative visual encodings (Figures 3-8, 3-18, and 328) our system relies on information about the mark boundaries. For
the overlay shown in Figure 3-8, the author must select each group
of marks to connect with a line. Our system then generates a circular
point at the center of the top of each mark and draws lines connecting
the circular points. For the overlay shown in Figure 3-18, our system
uses the radius of the pie to draw circular arcs outside of the pie chart.
For each slice our system draws a circular arc that spans the outer
boundary of the slice and whose radius alternates between 3 and 5
pixels greater than the radius of the pie. Finally, for the overlay shown
in Figure 3-28, our system draws rectangles whose fill color and height
are the same as the author specified points on the line.
4.2.4 Summary statistics
Our system can create overlays depicting the mean, median, global
maximum, global minimum of the data using just the mark and axis
properties. For bar and line charts (Figures 3-4,3-9, 3-24, and 3-29),
our system computes these statistics in image space using the heights
in pixels of each mark, as given by the mark boundaries. The statistic
is computed in pixel units and our system simply draws a line on the
chart at the computed height and places the statistic label just above
the line, centered horizontally in the chart area. For pie charts (Figures 3-14 and 3-19), our system computes the statistics in angular extent using the mark boundaries of each slice. It then draws a thick
circular arc outside the pie which subtends the angular extent of the
computed statistic and places the statistic label just outside the center
of the arc.
4.2.5 Annotations
Our system implements two types of annotation layers: text annotations that are automatically associated with marks (Figures 3-5, 3-15,
and 3-25) and freehand annotations (Figures 3-10, 3-20, and 3-30).
For text annotations, our system allows authors to click on the chart
and enter text. It then computes the nearest mark to the bounding box
of the text and draws an arrow from the bounding box to the mark. For
freehand annotations, our system gives authors a black, pen-like tool
to create arbitrary annotations.
4.2.6 Interaction and Layering
Interactive overlays allow end-users to directly manipulate and move
the information displayed in the overlay. Our system supports such
viewer interaction for most of the overlays shown in Figure 3. For
example, the interactive version of the polar gridline overlay Figure 311 rotates based on the viewer’s mouse cursor position relative to the
center of the pie (Figure 8-1). Our system also allows viewers to interactively select target marks for the highlighting overlays (Figures 3,
second column) and the redundant encoding overlays (Figures 3, third
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Fig. 8. Interactive overlays (1-4) and underlays (5-6) generated by our system. (1) The user can reposition a polar gridline by moving the cursor.
(2) When the user holds the shift key, the gridline snaps to the slice nearest to the cursor. (3) The user can highlight a mark by mousing over it.
(4) When the user holds the shift key, the overlay highlights the nearest mark to the cursor. (5) A bar chart without any overlays. (6) Our system
creates an underlay effect by re-rendering the areas of the chart that lie within mark boundaries after rendering the gridlines.

column). Similarly viewers can select one or more marks as in (Figures 3-6, 3-16, and 3-26) and our system will generate gridlines emanating from just the selected marks. Note that our system also implements snapping to marks in interactive overlays. For example, holding
the shift key in an interactive overlay containing highlights will highlight the mark nearest to the mouse cursor (Figure 8-4).
Finally our system can layer the information designed for an overlay, under the marks to produce an underlay. Our system first renders
the graphical overlay as we have described above and then draws the
sections of the image bitmap that lie within each mark boundary on
top of the overlay layer (Figure 8-6). While this approach works well
for elements such as gridlines that extend beyond the boundaries of
the marks, it may not produce the desired effect when the elements lie
within a mark as for some highlight overlays. However, we believe
that alternative underlay templates could be designed to handle such
cases.
5 R ESULTS
We have used our system to generate each type of overlay shown
in Figure 3 for 32 bar, 53 pie, and 7 line charts drawn from the
Web. Figure 9 presents a subset of these results for 15 different charts (original chart is shown on top and overlaid chart is
shown on the bottom). We include a larger set of both static
and interactive overlays generated by our system on the web at
http://vis.berkeley.edu/papers/grover/supplemental.

Reference structures. Figures 9-1, 9-6, and 9-11 show example reference structures. The original chart in Figure 9-1 did not contain
gridlines, so we overlay a regular gridline with five divisions to aid
projection and extraction of the data values. In Figure 9-6, we overlay
tics at regular 22.5 degree intervals for a selected pie slice to facilitate
anchoring and extraction of the slice angle. In Figure 9-11, we overlay
horizontal gridlines from a few selected data points of interest to also
aid projection.
Highlights. Figures 9-2, 9-7, and 9-12 show examples of highlights.
In Figures 9-2 and 9-12 we use the color transformation approach to
facilitate visual grouping and draw the viewer’s attention to the red
highlighted elements. While this approach converts most pixels outside the selected marks to shades of gray, it properly preserves the
mapping between the legend and the color of both the highlighted and
non-highlighted marks. In Figure 9-7 we apply a highlight overlay
that desaturates non-highlighted marks. This approach preserves the
hue and texture of the pie slices.
Redundant encodings. Figures 9-3, 9-8, and 9-13 show examples of
redundant encodings. In Figure 9-3, the overlaid red line connecting
the blue bars illustrates the trend in the data over years better than the
bars alone. In Figure 9-8, the overlaid arcs facilitate extracting the
value encoded by the pie slice based on arc length rather than slice
angle or area. The arcs are especially useful for the very small slices.
In Figure 9-13, overlaid bars emphasize the values of selected points
along the x-axis, which is especially useful here because the x-axis
encodes a categorical variable.
Summary statistics. Figures 9-4, 9-9, and 9-14 show overlays that
contain visual representations of the max, mean, and median respec-

tively. In each of these cases, the statistic was computed using all of
the marks. However, the overlay author can choose to compute these
statistics using a subset of the marks, for example a single line in a line
chart.
Annotations. Figures 9-5 and 9-10 show freehand annotations. In
Figure 9-5, the annotation author has marked the large jump between
the three lowest bars in the chart and the other bars. In Figure 9-10, the
author has drawn attention to the text in one of the slices. Figure 9-15
shows a text annotation that for the sharp peak in the line chart.
Our system also implements interactive versions of many of these
overlays. Figure 8-1 depicts an interactive gridline overlay for a pie
chart that is positioned based on the viewer’s cursor position. Figure 83 depicts an overlay that highlights the mark underneath the cursor by
desaturating the other marks. Our interactive overlays also implement
snapping. When the viewer holds the shift key, the gridline snaps to
the nearest pie slice (Figure 8-2), or the system highlights the nearest
bar to the cursor (Figure 8-4).
5.1

Limitations

While our overlay generation system can produce high-quality overlays for many existing charts, it also has a few limitations. Our system
does not consider visual elements that fall outside of the marks and
axes. Such elements include legends, axis labels, background graphics, background colors, etc. In some cases our overlays may interfere
with these elements. In Figure 10-1, for example, the original chart
bitmap contains two textboxes describing the underlying data. Our
highlight overlay desaturates the parts of both textboxes that lie within
the non-selected pie slices, making it difficult to read parts of the text.
Although our system does not require the underlying data to generate most overlays, it does require accurate knowledge of mark and
axis properties. Inaccuracies in the location of mark boundaries can
produce visual artifacts in some overlays. Figure 10-2 shows a highlight overlay that contains artifacts at the bar boundaries due to slight
inaccuracies in boundary extraction from the ReVision [25] system.
While overlay authors could manually fix such inaccuracies today, we
also expect that automated mark extraction techniques will improve
and produce pixel-accurate boundaries.
Some of our overlay designs have specific limitations. The color
transformation overlay (Figures 9-7 and 9-12) assumes a constant fill
color within a mark. Antialiasing or compression artifacts violate this
assumption, and can causes artifacts at the edges of marks (Figure 103). Finally, we use a simple layout algorithm for placing data labels,
which can result in label-label overlaps.
6

F UTURE W ORK

AND

C ONCLUSION

When reading a chart to extract, compare, or aggregate values, viewers must complete a sequence of perceptual and cognitive processes.
However, many existing visualizations do not support these processes.
We have identified five types of graphical overlays that are designed
to support the perceptual and cognitive processes and facilitate chart
reading. We have shown that most of these overlays can be generated
based only on mark and axis properties and do not require access to the
underlying data. Based on this insight we have presented a system that
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Fig. 9. Example static overlays generated by our system for 15 different charts drawn from the Web. The original chart is shown on top and the
overlay is shown on the bottom.

can make it easy to add graphical overlays of all five types to existing
charts.
We plan to address the limitations of our system in our future work.
Our system only considers the marks and axes of the chart and may
produce overlays that interfere with background graphics, descriptive text, legends, etc. Automated techniques for finding background
graphics and text would allow our system produce overlays that do not
obscure or overlap with these graphic and text elements.
Our label placement algorithms can generate overlaps that make it
difficult to read the label text or the underlying chart elements. Such
overlap is especially problematic if the overlay author chooses to label
lots of closely spaced marks. More sophisticated label layout algorithms, such as approaches based on simulated annealing [35], could
mitigate these issues.
Our system currently provides default design parameters (e.g. highlight color, font type, etc.) for each overlay and chart type. We chose
these defaults via ad-hoc experimentation; we tested a few different
parameter values across a small corpus of charts and selected those

that we thought worked best. Automatic selection of parameter values based on additional analysis of the chart image could improve the
default settings. For example, we could use the size of the chart to
suggest the number of gridlines based on graphical perception results
(e.g., [14]), or we could select a highlight hue that differs strongly
from the rest of the chart.
Our overlay taxonomy is focused on bar, pie and line charts. We
believe that other types of visualizations such as treemaps or parallel
coordinate displays could benefit from the types of overlays we propose in our taxonomy. However the specific designs are likely to differ
depending on the chart type.
Finally, our overlay designs are inspired by perceptual and cognitive models of graph comprehension. However, these models have not
been fully validated through empirical studies. We plan to use our
overlay generation system to run user studies investigating how overlay design parameters facilitate the perceptual and cognitive processes
involved in chart reading tasks.

2

3

Overlay

Original

1

Fig. 10. Limitations of our overlay system. (1) Desaturation affects the
text boxes. (2) Mark boundary errors cause desaturation to extend beyond the true mark boundary. (3) Color transformation does not capture
all the pixels inside marks due to antialiasing or compression noise.
Note that (2-3) are cropped versions of the original overlays.
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